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Fig. 7. Daily composite MCSST images of the northern Adriatic:
(a) image of 24 June 2002;(b) image of 26 June 2002. Units are◦C.

The performed analysis indicates that both run B and
C have similar characteristics; in spite of the differences
between the initial sea surface temperatures used in the
Eta model (Fig. 2b), the general behaviour of the simulated
fields results alike. Some differences between them will be
discussed in Sect. 6.

5.1 Comparison with satellite data

A comparison between cloud cover over the northern Adri-
atic region as observed by satellite and by model simulations
was also performed. Figures 8a and b are AVHRR channel 2
images around 13:00 UTC on 25 and 26 June. The choice of
this particular satellite pass among the about 8 of the day,
comes from the knowledge it has the “best” view of the

Fig. 8. AVHRR channel 2 view of cloud cover in the area of inter-
est: (a) at about 13:00 UTC 25 June 2002;(b) at about 13:00 UTC
26 June 2002. In order to enhance the border between land and
sea, a contrast stretching was applied to the images; this produced
a masking of the thin clouds persisting over the northern Adriatic
on 25 June, thin clouds that were otherwise detected by the MCSST
algorithm.

northern Adriatic, i.e. with the lowest geometric distortion.
The total cloud cover fractions as simulated by the coarse
grid run at 13:00 UTC 25 June (Fig. 9a) and at 13:00 UTC
26 June (Fig. 9b) can then be compared with the correspond-
ing satellite images. On 25 June a widespread cloud cover is
present over the northern Adriatic, over central Italy and to
east of the Dinaric Alps. Less cover is found over the Alps
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Fig. 9. Total cloud cover fraction calculated by the coarse grid
run (run A): (a) at 13:00 UTC 25 June 2002;(b) at 13:00 UTC
26 June 2002. Contour line step is 0.3.

barrier. The clouds are progressively vanishing during the
event and on 26 June no cloud remains in the interested area.
Runs B and C confirm this behaviour and only small differ-
ences are present between them. Both runs show an area of
total cloud cover only slightly larger than that simulated by
the coarser grid. The cloud cover extends to the area around
the point of coordinates 44◦ N, 11◦ E, where the satellite im-
age (Fig. 8a) reveals clouds. We can notice from the figures
the good agreement between simulated and observed cloud
cover fractions.

A further comparison was performed for low level winds.
Figure 10 shows three maps of 10 m wind obtained with
run B at the time of the QuikSCAT satellite passes during the
bora event. The corresponding QuikSCAT measurements are
presented. At 05:00 UTC 25 June, satellite data in the north-
ern Adriatic are not displayed (because of high rain prob-
ability affecting the measurement), but south of the Istrian
Peninsula they suggest the presence of a wind stream char-
acterised by an intensity slightly higher than that calculated
by the model. In fact, in the area included between 44◦ N
and 45◦ N and between 13◦ E and 14◦ E the QuikSCAT wind
speed ranges between 9 m/s and 17 m/s, while the simulated
maximum value is slightly lower than 12 m/s. More on the
south, far away from the area interested by the bora, model
and observational data substantially agree. At 18:00 UTC
25 June, the satellite and simulated data show that a decrease
of the wind speed occurred. The model still presents two
streams in the northern Adriatic; the stream south of the Is-
trian Peninsula has a lower intensity and spreads in a smaller
area than that shown by satellite data. In the simulation, a
third zone of high low level wind appears in the central Adri-
atic which is not detected by QuikSCAT. Simulated wind
direction in this area is from NW and therefore, it can not
be classified as bora, it is presumably associated with the
quick pass of a low pressure in south-eastern Adriatic. At
04:00 UTC 26 June, the simulated two streams are linked
by an area of uniform wind with a speed of about 9 m/s.
QuickSCAT wind is stronger south of the Istrian Peninsula,
and also in the central Adriatic, away from the bora re-
gion, where the observed wind has a main easterly compo-
nent. The simulation intensifies a flow roughly parallel to
the Italian coast, which is also present in the ECMWF anal-
yses, used to initialize the Eta Model. The ECMWF 10 m
wind is similar though weaker than that simulated. From
the above comparison it results that the speed of the sim-
ulated bora wind is generally lower than that measured by
satellite. The comparison of the position of the wind max-
ima is difficult because of the low resolution of satellite data,
but the presence of two wind streams seems confirmed ei-
ther by QuikSCAT observations and by MCSSTs (Fig. 7). In
conclusion, numerous aspects of the simulations are found
to be in agreement with the knowledge and the observations
of the bora distinctive characteristics, thus supporting confi-
dence in a general realism of the results. In particular, the
finer grid run B presents a more realistic wind field over the
Adriatic Sea in respect to the coarser grid run A, although
the simulated bora speed compared with satellite data results
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Fig. 10. Comparison of simulated 10m wind (upper panel) with QuikSCAT wind measurements (lower panel):(a) at 05:00 UTC
25 June 2002;(b) at 18:00 UTC 25 June 2002;(c) at 04:00 UTC 26 June 2002. All winds are in m/s. Simulated wind vectors are drawn in a
reduced number of points to obtain greater readability. No arrows in the upper panel are displayed if wind speed< 1 m/s. Every arrow in the
lower panel is a measurement point.
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Fig. 11. Speed (m/s) and direction of the 10 m wind at 10:00 UTC
25 June 2002 simulated by the fine grid run (run C). Initial MCSST
is used.
Contour line step is 1 m/s. Vectors are drawn in a reduced number
of points to obtain greater readability. No arrows are displayed if
wind speed< 1 m/s.

low. A similar comment is also suitable for run C. Further
numerical simulations (not shown) of the same event were
performed, integrating the Eta model, to study the depen-
dence of the results from the model horizontal resolution (up
to about 4 km) and from the self-nested mode. The relative
comparisons showed that the higher sensitivity of the wind
field was obtained for the discussed resolution change. Apart
from an expected enhancement of details and some differ-
ences, the 10 m wind over the sea did not show changes in its
general pattern, significant for our purposes. For this reason,
we have decided to run the SST sensitivity test at 8 km res-
olution and in not self-nested mode. In the Sect. 6 we shall
refer only to this kind of simulation.

6 The SST influence

Observational studies (e.g. Jurc̆ec, 1980/81), using data col-
lected at Trieste (Italy) and in the Croatian area, suggest sea-
sonal and diurnal variations in bora strength and occurrence.
This wind occurs more frequently and with a greater intensity
during winter and during night, when typically the tempera-
ture contrast between the land and the warm Adriatic Sea
is more marked. On average, winter and night are periods
characterised by sea warmer than the land, thus a higher sea
temperature should favour the wind development.

The influence of the land-sea temperature contrast (1TLS)
on the bora wind was analysed by Enger and Grisogono
(1998) with the help of idealised 2-D simulations; they found

a strong correlation between the bora offshore propagation
length and1TLS : a relatively higher sea surface temperature
in respect to the ground surface temperature meant a larger
offshore propagation of the wind.

As previously described, run B and sensitivity run C only
differ for the SST initialisation. Sea temperature in run B was
initialised with ECSSTs, while in run C MCSSTs were used.
Considering that the Eta model holds constant the SSTs in
the course of a simulation, a change of this field can affect the
results during the entire run. Figure 2b shows MCSSTs are
generally higher than ECSSTs. Differences are particularly
evident along the western coast and in the area of the Tri-
este Gulf. On the whole, comparisons of the results of run B
with the simulations of run C reveal some differences over
the northern and central Adriatic Sea. At the beginning of
the bora episode, corresponding to the first hours of 25 June,
the low level specific humidity results higher in run C with
respect to run B, in particular along the Italian coast. Besides,
the higher MCSST affects the low level air instability condi-
tion over the sea. During the development of the event, the
northern Adriatic Sea is characterized by an increasing dif-
ference between the near surface and 10 m potential tempera-
ture, resulting in a prevalent air instability. This difference is
higher in run C; at 10:00 UTC 25 June, corresponding to the
maximum wind speed, the average difference is about 2 K in
run B and about 4 K in run C. When using MCSSTs, cross-
sections of potential temperature (not shown), along the same
line south of the Istrian Peninsula as in Fig. 5a, show, at times
of high wind intensities, a lower downstream potential tem-
perature as far as 400–500 m above the surface. Moreover, a
stronger descent of air and slightly higher speed are present
in wind speed cross-sections. At 10:00 UTC, the land sur-
face temperature near the coast is about 21◦C and is lower
than the sea surface temperature. The 10 m wind is shown in
Fig. 11 (to be compared with Fig. 4b). The maximum speed
presents only a small difference of about 1 m/s with respect to
run B, reaching about 13 m/s. The air stream spreads over the
sea and occupies a larger area than its counterpart (Fig. 4b)
in run B. This result, obtained by a 3-D simulations of a real
case of bora wind, appears in agreement with the study made
by Enger and Grisogono with 2-D simulations. In the follow-
ing, the differences in the low level wind calculated by two
runs are analysed for the northern Adriatic (inside the Tri-
este Gulf), i.e. where ECSST and MCSST datasets mostly
differ. Figures 12a and b show the 10 m wind calculated
by both runs at 05:00 UTC 25 June. In run B (Fig. 12a)
wind has its maximum intensity far from the coast and its di-
rection is approximately constant between the pointsP and
V . In run C (Fig. 12b), instead, the region of higher wind
speed is larger and the wind turns drastically in approach-
ing point V setting its direction from SE. In the two runs,
the different surface temperatures and the associated thermal
gradients generate modifications of the pressure field along
the Italian coast which confine the offshore spreading of the
north-easterly wind. In this case, the offshore propagation
length results influenced in the early part of 25 June by the
air circulation at the western and northern coasts.
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Fig. 12. Speed (m/s) and direction of the 10 m wind at 05:00 UTC 25 June 2002:(a) calculated by the fine grid simulation initialised with
ECSSTs (run B);(b) calculated by the fine grid simulation initialised with MCSSTs (run C).
Contour line step is 1 m/s. The area shown is a portion of the integration domain; position of points quoted in the text is also shown.

Fig. 13. Time series of the 10 m wind in a sea point located in the
Trieste Gulf (denoted bysp in Fig. 11) as calculated by the fine
grid simulation initialised with ECSSTs (run B) and by the fine grid
simulation initialised with MCSSTs (run C).

Later in the event, under clear-sky condition, low level
wind direction is generally consistent between the two runs,
while small (about 1 m/s) wind speed differences result. The
time series of the simulated 10 m wind in a point located
inside the gulf (13.29◦ E, 45.60◦ N, denoted bysp in Fig. 12)
is shown in Fig. 13. Both runs show a wind speed maxi-
mum after about 29–30 h of simulation (at about 05:00 UTC
25 June), the intensity then decreases reaching a minimum
after about 40 h (at 16:00 UTC 25 June) before rising again.
The end of the event occurs after about 60 h (at 12:00 UTC
26 June) after the simulations onset. Figure 14 shows the
temporal evolution of the surface temperature difference
(1TLS) between a land point (13.64◦ E, 45.75◦ N, denoted
by lp in Fig. 12) and the previous sea point as calculated by
run B and run C. Land point was chosen near Trieste approx-
imately in the 10 m wind direction at the sea point. Nega-

Fig. 14. Time series of the temperature difference (1TLS ) between
a land point near Trieste (denoted bylp in Fig. 11) and a sea point
in the Trieste Gulf (denoted bysp in Fig. 11).

tive values of1TLS mean sea is warmer than land. Because
the SSTs are fixed to the initial values during simulations,
1TLS modulation is only caused by land temperature vari-
ations. Both runs show a correlation between wind speed
and1TLS : wind maxima occur roughly in coincidence with
minima of the temperature contrast. Besides, the higher sea
temperature introduced in run C lowers the1TLS minima
and this produces a slightly stronger low level wind in the
second part of the event.

Overall, the substitution of ECSSTs with the satellite data
did not produce large variations on the simulation results;
these, however, suggest a sensitivity of the wind speed and
direction, simulated with 8 km horizontal resolution, to the
SST field change.
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7 Conclusion

Bora is a severe northeasterly low level wind, coming down
from the Dinaric Alps along the eastern Adriatic coast. The
air flow can reach high speed and spread over great distances
towards the Italian coast.

A real bora event, occurred in the period 24–27 June 2002,
is simulated by the Eta limited area model. Three hydrostatic
simulations, differing in the horizontal resolution and in the
initial SST values, are presented. Sea surface temperatures,
interpolated to the Eta model grid, remain constant to the ini-
tial values throughout the simulations. Two reference runs,
initialised with ECMWF sea skin temperatures (ECSSTs),
are performed at the horizontal resolution of 20 km and 8 km,
respectively. A further simulation (at 8 km horizontal resolu-
tion) is initialised with MCSSTs obtained from the satellite
pass closest to the model integration starting time. ECMWF
analysis provides the other initialisation and boundary con-
dition data. All simulations are carried out with 50 layers in
the vertical. Sea wind data, provided by QuikSCAT satel-
lite and downloaded from NASA/PODAAC at JPL, are used
for comparison. The use of satellite sea surface temperatures
is made difficult in wintertime bora cases as these are often
characterised by overcast sky. In this paper the difficulties
are alleviated by the choice of a summertime event.

Simulations show that a realistic representation of the low
level wind is achieved using the higher horizontal resolution.
Two main air streams are simulated: one, stronger and wider,
is located south of Istrian Peninsula, the other is in the Tri-
este Gulf. The comparison with observational data reveals
that the simulated low level wind speed is generally lower
than that measured by satellite, but we have to remember that
the numerical simulations typically represent quantities aver-
aged over the area of a mesh.

MCSSTs, used to initialize the Eta Model at 8 km horizon-
tal resolution, are some degrees higher than ECSSTs along
the coastal areas of the northern Adriatic Sea and in the area
of the Trieste Gulf. The impact of the difference in the initial
SST is evaluated. The higher MCSSTs affect the low level
specific humidity and the instability condition over the sea.
The low level wind speed maxima are weakly influenced by
the SST change but the area interested by the southern flow
tends to increase when relatively higher sea surface tempera-
tures are used. A larger area with relatively high wind speed
suggests an agreement with 2-D simulations carried on by
Enger and Grisogono (1998). The warmer SSTs and the
different thermal gradients across the Italian coasts slightly
modify the low level circulation in the Trieste Gulf, confin-
ing the offshore propagation of the north-easterly wind. Near
the Po river estuary, the wind is mainly south-easterly during
the first part of the event. Temporal evolution of the 10 m
wind speed, simulated near the coast in the Trieste Gulf, is
affected by the thermal contrast between land and sea and
shows a sensitivity in the last part of the event to the SST
changes introduced into the simulations.

MCSST images put in evidence the strong interaction be-
tween the bora wind and the sea skin temperatures, the lat-

ter being significantly reduced after the event. The available
MCSST images (limited by the presence of a widespread
clouds cover over the Adriatic Sea on 25 June 2002) show
that at least in 48 h the areas interested by the bora flow expe-
rienced a sea skin temperature reduction up to 7–8 K in some
point. A bora event occurred in spring 1999 is described by
Stravisi (www.dst.univ.trieste.it/OM/bora/BORA.html): by
conventional sea temperature measurements in the Trieste
Gulf, Stravisi shows that the mixing, due to the wind, quickly
decreases of some degrees the water surface temperature.

Usually weather forecast models keep SST fixed at the in-
tegration starting time; this is done on the assumption that sea
temperature is a slowly varying variable. Satellite data show
that such an assumption could not always hold for small and
shallow basin like the Adriatic Sea during bora events. A
question to answer is if the timescales in these cases allow
to produce significant two-way interaction response between
the air and SST and at what extent the bora forecast could be
improved by introducing a varying sea surface temperature
in the model integration. In the studied episode, the simula-
tions reveal sensitivity to the initial SST difference, although
their influence on 10 m wind is weak. The overall air-sea
interaction system includes the SST evolution. In order to
evaluate this aspect, one should strictly couple meteorologi-
cal and oceanographic models.
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